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Diamond Cut Latest Releases and Demos
This page contains all of the latest releases and demos for Diamond Cut Production’s
products. Just select the product you wish to evaluate and click on the download link. All
downloads are self extracting setup programs.
Download the file to your computer (make sure you remember the directory path) and run
the msi to begin the installation. We make only the latest released version of our current
products available. If you require a previous version, please contact us.
Download Link
DCart10.7
DCForensics10.7

Size

Description

45MB

This is the latest release of Diamond Cut Audio Restoration
Tools. Version 10.7 – Released 11/27/2020

69MB

This is the latest release of Diamond Cut Forensics version
10.7 – Released 11/27/2020

Current Release
Download Link

Size

Description

DCart10.62

41.5MB

DCart Version 10.62. Released 5/31/2020

DCForensics10.62

65MB

DCForensics Versi0n 10.62. Released 5/2/2020
DCArt Version 10.51 Released 4/4/2019This
release provided added support for our Flat Phono
Preamp.
Dozens of new Presets to support for
our Flat Preamp and improved default
presets
 New Live Log Output feature to log
your processed live recording.


New Task Pane to start flat phone
preamp recording



Bug Fixes


DC10.51

36MB

Fixes a crash when starting up
DCTunes on systems without
a CD Drive.

Download Link

Size

Description

Version 10.50 is a
major release
We have a new new serial number system. You will
require a new serial number to use this version over
the previous versions
Ease of Use
 Green Zones to guide filter slider
settings


Tasks Pane feature guides you to the
correct filter



Updated GUI Appearance



VST Hosting (VST Plug-in Support)



Waveform Overview for quickly getting
around in a file



Tabbed display or traditional multi
window view



Larger and completely configurable
toolbar Icons



One-Click Switch between Fast &
Classic Edit Mode



Improved tracking of all editing
functions in classic editing mode
between source and destination files



Quick access to Spectrogram or
Histogram views from the main
window



Changed the software application look
to follow various flavors of Windows



Paste Interpolate Icon button for easy
waveform interpolation when working
with tablet computers.



Easy check for updates from the help
menu



Customizable Keyboard Accelerators



Customizable Application Look

Additions and Improvements to existing features
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Wind Noise Filter



VST Hosting (Up to 6 VST Plug-ins at a
time)



AAC (Advanced Audio Coding)
compressed audio file support added
for file extensions such as .aac, .m4a,
etc.



Vertical setting for the Virtual Phono
Preamp



Improved the audio quality of the
Stretch and Squish (pitch and tempo
change) system.



Low Frequency Shelf option added to
the Paragraphic EQ.



Over 2,000 Descriptive Factory Presets
are now provided for ease in getting
started with any given function.



Sampling Rate support extended from
192 kHz up to as high as 210 kHz
providing up to 100 kHz Bandwidth
capability.



Set New Start Time for File feature
added.



Set a file Time offset for tracking time
in multipart files



Added offset capability to the overtone
and sub-harmonic synthesizer filters
for a more natural sound.



Added Delete All Filters right menu
option to the Multifilter

Version 10.08 Release date 12/9/2017
This is the latest and greatest version of our Audio
Restoration Tools Software.DCart10 is the next step
in audio processing evolution. With DCart10, we
have added and enhanced the existing tools you
know and love and we have made the much easier to
find and use.
Changes since version10.06

Download Link

Users manual
(epub)
Users manual
(mobi)

Size

13.3MB
5.2MB

Description


Added a “Check for Updates menu” to
see what is the latest version



Fixed bug in the DCtunes player when
using a multifilter to playback tunes



Batch editor fix when using Broadcast
wave files.

DCart10 and DC Forensics10 users manual in epub
and mobi EBook formats so you can read these files
on your mobile, e-reader and kindle devices.
This is our previous release of DCart. Its current
release is 8.5.
This file serves as both the demo and the latest full
version.DC8.50 Release Date 5/15/14
Note: Older versions of DC8 are no longer supported
and will not register. Please install this version of
DC8.
New Features
1. Added Low Frequency Shelf control to
the Paragraphic EQ, plus dozens of new
presets to use this feature.
2. Improved the performance of the
Stretch and Squish filter
3. Removed Features
Removed the Direct Spectral Editing
feature from DC8.

DC8.15 Release Date 4/19/13

New Features
1. Added the ability to normalize left
channel or right channel
independently. This appears to work
before but really did not, nor was it
supposed to. It would always use the
overall peak value regardless of
channel.
DC8

34MB

Bug Fixes
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Description
1. Fixed bug with resample function
saving 8 bit files as 16bits
2. Fixed the feature to save temp files in
same directory as audio files. It was not
able to be turned off.
3. Fixed Track Spin control on the MP3
encoder dialog
4. Fixed Spectrum analyzer when
switching between files of different
sample rates.
5. Fixed bug in batch editor when
creating VBR mp3 files. It now uses the
default settings from the preferences
dialogs
6. Fixed bug using spectral interpolate
function. Some times it could crash on
complex music
7. Fixed Big Click filter bypass function
8. Fixed bug opening an MP3 or other
non-wave file from the command line
9. Fixed bug in the click filters on mono
files using solo mode. The bug would
cause bad replacements in the audio
DC8.13 Release Date 4/1/12
New features:
1. Added new DeClipper algorithm for
more accurate de-clipping
2. Added a pre-declip 6dB gain reduction
feature to the declipper so you can
declip files that are maxed out in one
step instead of two. This gain reduction
DOES effect the bypass mode as well.
3. Added mouse wheel zooming, with
preference to turn it off
4. When adding a Folder of wav files to
the tune library, track numbers will be
set to the order the files are added.
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5. Added feature to Tune lib column
sorting to use track # after artist &
Album, but if track# is 0, will use track
modify time. This makes the tracks for
ripped Vinyl come out in the right play
order.
6. Added feature to keep all Fast Edit
temp files in the same directory as the
source file. This way entire edit
sessions can be easily archived. Temp
file names will contain the original
source file name.
7. Added new mode to Harmonic reject
filter. Uses all IIR filters instead of
spectral filtering. Improves selectivity
and lessens the effect off hollow comb
filter effect on the audio.
8. Registration is not required if you
already have DC8 installed on your
system.
9. History view and Time display window
are now automatically hid when the
tune library is top window.
10. Changed upgrade registration so it
does not look for old installations
anymore. It will just do an email
registration in that case.
11. Updated help file
Bug fixes:
1. Fixed bug in resample with modified
file in fast edit mode
2. Fixed mouse wheel scrolling on second
monitor
3. Fixed a number of batch editor errors
on resample
4. Fixed bug in the file naming algorithm
that would error on files that had
numbers in them larger than 9999
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5. Fixed bug that would cause a crash if
scrubbing a file and the file was closed.
6. Fixed bug in Batch editor that would
report error about copying a pkf file for
each file during file conversion
7. Fixed bug in Batch editor that would
put up a message about file length
changing after speed change
8. Fixed bug in playing and loading FLAC
and OGG files in DCtunes.
9. Bug fixes to zooming functions
10. Bug fix to batch file “Add Files” button,
would not remember path when
selecting multiple files.
11. Fixed bug that dropped track Numbers
when ripping from a CD. Track
numbers will be properly transferred
to Tune library now.
12. Added a minimum column width check
in DCTunes to prevent columns being
hidden accidentally
13. Fixed Marker naming function so you
can move back and forth between
markers without closing the dialog box
14. Fixed bug with file save as, on XP using
file types other than wave files.
Extension would not get added
properly.
15. Minor updates to registration system
for Win7
16. Improved spectrogram resolution and
control using sliders, states
remembered.
17. Fixed memory leak in Fast Edit mode
18. Fixed bad behavior of slider in spectro
preferences
19. Fixed smoothing not sticking in CNF
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20. Fixed Spectrograph preferences
21. Fixed bug in DCTunes random play
function.
22. Fixed click counters in ezimpulse when
using left only or right only channel
selections
23. Fixed spectrum analyzer redraw issue
in averaging mode with dual
waveforms
DC8.03 Release Date 11/1/10
Minor Bug Fix release with a few new features
1. Changed DC7 theme so it uses the
default button style, same as the real
DC7. This was done so some high
contrast themes work properly.
2. Added a Gang checkbox in the file
converter to enable both sliders to
move together.
3. Changed the function of the
Spectrogram display sliders. The
rightmost slider is the max level and
the inner slider is the min level for the
spectral display. This now allows
precise setting of the min and max
levels for much better control of the
spectral display.
4. The spectrogram slider positions are
remembered for the spectrogram
mode.
5. In the DC Tunes Library a new
preference has been added to either
use the Broadcast Wave properties info
for the playlist names or not.
6. Fixed a crash in fast edit mode with
longer edit sessions.
7. Fixed a few presets that had bad values
in them.
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DC8.02 Release Date 7/23/10
Minor bug fix release
1. Fix installation issue on some windows
7 machines
2. Fixed VPA mono inverse RIAA
conversion
3. Fixed “Scroll Waveform on Playback”
Preference not sticking
4. CD burner fix for messed up length
display
DC8.01 Release Date 5/6/10 This is a minor bug fix
release to DC8. Here are the bugs fixed:
1. Fixed the control colors of the VVA
with some skin choices
2. Fixed the length error message with
the Subsonic filter on long 96kHz files
3. Changed Databurner default file system
type to Joliet.
4. Fixed the Narrow Crackle length error
5. Fixed EzImpulse length error
6. Fixed length errors on some multifilter
presets.
7. Fixed the Edit file from TuneLib menu.
Edited wave file had incorrect paths
8. Fixed tune lib rename of multiple
tunes. It would incorrectly duplicate
some fields and not change others.
9. Changed install to make temp path
different on Win7 to prevent it creating
a virtual store.
10. Fixed window style on Big Click Filter
11. Fixed error message while deleting
playlist files, so it does not delete the
actual tracks.
12. Added check on CD burner size before
starting burn.
13. Fixed Median filter 78 RPM preset

Download Link

Size

Description
Note: Windows 7 users. The Preset directory will still
default to the “Program Files Diamond Cutd
Dc8presets” directory even though this will cause
Win7 to create a virtual store for these files. If you do
not want a this, you should move all the presets to
the users DC8 directory and change the preset path in
the preferences.
Initial Release Data 3/19/2010 Version 8.00
New version 10.52 (Released May 2019)This release
provided added support for our Flat Phono Preamp.
 Dozens of new Presets to support for
our Flat Preamp and improved default
presets


New Live Log Output feature to log
your processed live recording.



New Task Pane to start flat phone
preamp recording



Bug Fixes


Fixes a crash when starting up
DCTunes on systems without
a CD Drive.

New in version 10.03 (released April 7, 2017)
 New Feature: Vocal Wind Noise
reduction

DC
Forensics10.52

63MB



Improved tracking of all editing
functions in classic editing mode
between source and destination files



Added offset capability to the overtone
and sub-harmonic synthesizer filters
for a more natural sound.



Added power spectrum display to the
Spectrum Analyzer.



Added “Delete All Filters” right menu
option to the Multifilter



New presets



Bug fixes.
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Gain Normalize would have
incorrect final gain levels



CNF crash when running in
“keep residue” mode at high
FFT sizes



Fixed overall gain of RIAA
filter at 96kHz sample rate.



Fixed crash opening some
video file types.

Diamond Cut DC Forensics10 (Version 10.02)
New Features:


Added SHA1 Hash display to the File
Info feature



Fixed “Cant Find Help” message when
selecting Help Contents Menu



Fixed Live Preview Crash with Default
Forensics preset on some systems.



Fixed spurious error message in Batch
Editor when overwriting original files.



Fixed the Voice ID and Frequency
Tracking drawing error with Linear
spectral displays



Fixed the 24dB butterworth low pass
filter



Fixed crash in Batch Editor with very
long file names



Fixed spelling error in the Polynomial
filter meus

Bug Fixes

This is the Last release of DC Forensics8, version 8.50
Release Date 5/15/2014
Note: Older versions of DC Forensics8 are no longer
supported and will not register. Please install this
version of DCForensics8.
DC Forensics 8.50

45.966MB

Download Link

Size

Description
New Features
1. Added Low Frequency Shelf control to
the Paragraphic EQ, plus dozens of new
presets to use this feature.
2. Improved the performance of the
Stretch and Squish filter
Removed Features
1. Removed the Direct Spectral Editing
feature from DC8.
Release Date 12/29/2011 – Maintenance Release
Changes since 8.00 New Features
1. When adding a Folder of wav files to
the tune library, track numbers will be
set to the order the files are added.
2. Added feature to Tune lib column
sorting to use track # after artist &
Album, but if track# is 0, will use track
modify time. This makes the tracks for
ripped Vinyl come out in the right play
order.
3. Added feature to keep all Fast Edit
temp files in the same directory as the
source file. This way entire edit
sessions can be easily archived. Temp
file names will contain the original
source file name.
4. Added new mode to Harmonic reject
filter. Uses all IIR filters instead of
spectral filtering. Improves selectivity
and lessens the effect off the filter on
the audio.
Bug Fixes


Bug fixes to zooming functions



Bug fix to batch file “Add Files” button,
would not remember path when
selecting multiple files.



Fixed bug that dropped track Numbers
when ripping from a CD. Track
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numbers will be properly transferred
to Tune library now.


Added a minimum column width check
in DCTunes to prevent columns being
hidden accidentally



Fixed Marker naming function so you
can move back and forth between
markers without closing the dialog box



Fixed bug with file save as, on XP using
file types other than wave files.
Extension would not get added
property.



Minor updates to registration system
for Win7



Improved spectrogram resolution and
control using sliders, states
remembered.



Fixed memory leak in Fast Edit mode



Fixed bad behavior of slider in spectro
preferences

This is the full DC7 version 7.15 download. This will
run for a free 10 day trial period. During that period
it will be fully functional without any limitations. If
you have purchased DC7, then download and reinstall this file to upgrade to the latest version. We no
longer use patches to upgrade products. 7.15 Release
Date 8/20/08 Enhancements Since Ver 7.11
1. Added new feature – “Merge Source
markers into destination”, which does
what it says and takes any markers in
the source window and adds them to
the destination window. This only
applies to classic edit mode.
2. Changed sample rate/bit depth
conversions so that they now save the
markers.
DC7 Demo

18MB

3. Speed up the Spectrogram drawing
speed at least 2 or 3x
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4. Dramatically sped up the Spectrogram
offset and gain features, it now is
interactive, instead of the long delay in
previous versions
Bug Fixes since Ver 7,11
1. Fixed DC Playlist export feature, you
can now export playlists to .CUE or .txt
files for use in other programs.
2. Fixed bug that would loose markers
when doing file Save As.
3. Fixed bug in Classic edit mode using
save as to change bit depth.
4. Fixed bug in Vista when setting record
levels using the system volume control
5. Fixed random MP3 open bug that
would fail to open MP3 files
sometimes.
6. Fixed time axis offset problem when
using Y axis labels in the spectrogram
7.11 Release Date 5/12/08 Enhancements since
Vers 7.06
1. Added the ability to fast forward and
rewind a file by clicking on the playlist
progress bar in the DC Tune Library.
2. Added WMA to the selection types in
the File Open Dialog.
3. Added selection for VBR type WMA
files, which includes loss less
compression.
4. Added option to CNF to use old
smoothing method when not using
Artifact mode.
Fixes since ver 7.06
1. Added error message if you tried to
convert a wave file to MP3 that is not
44.1k, 16bits
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2. Fixed MP3 Preferences that would
loose the MP3 encoder file name when
you edited the preferences
3. Added MP3 dll support when using the
batch editor
4. Added logic to disable Smoothing when
using AS mode in the CNF filter
5. Lowered CNF threshold to -120dB
instead of just -100
6. Re-arranged the spectrum analyzer for
future expansion in Live
7. Fixed blank spectrogram bug when in
classic edit mode
8. Fixed open wave file bug with certain
file types from Audacity.
9. Fix bug in CD Rip Track to disallow bad
file characters
10. Fixed a bug in the CD Ripper that
would truncate really long CDDB
database names.
11. Fix bug in Tune DB, track listing would
not update after editing track info
while viewing a playlist
12. Fixed fast forward and rewind using
MME sound card drivers.
13. Fixed Spectrum analyzer display when
no files are open.
14. Fixed disappearing CNF noise sample
when using CNF in multifilter in
spectral subtraction mode.
7.06 Release Date 12/26/07 Fixes since 7.04
1. Fixed Noise at end of Harmonic Reject
Filter
2. Fixed problem with using the CNF filter
in Artifact Suppression in the
multifilter.
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3. File Batch Editor overwrite/rename
problem.
4. Fixed crash with ripping audio from
video with long file names.
5. Fixed noise at end of file using the
Spectral Filter
7.04 Release Date 12/6/07
Fixes since 7.02:
1. Fixed extraneous noise at end of file
when running EzClean or CNF in a
multifilter
2. Fixed the Display Length limit
preference saving bug
3. Fixed missing DirectX Dll
4. Fixed channel selective copy paste with
24bit files
5. Added missing Brick Wall presets
6. Added missing Narrow Crackle presets
7. Extended range of Dynamics processor
threshold controls
8. Fixed File Save As with compressed
formats selection
9. Fixed Batch editor when asking about
overwriting files
10. Fixed CD burner progress bar both
during a burn and during pre-burn
conversions.
11. Fixed cutoff text on file open dialog
12. Fixed bug with file conversions during
a CD Burn
7.02 Release date 10/24/07 – Initial Release

DCLive Forensics
7.5

This is the Latest DC Live Forensics version 7.5
Release Data 2/10/2009 – Initial Release (Now
replaced by DC Forensics8)

Download Link

Size

Description
This is the full DC Live Forensics version
7.11 download. This will run for a free 10 day trial
period. During that period it will be fully functional
without any limitations. If you have purchased DC7,
then download and re-install this file to upgrade to
the latest version. We no longer use patches to
upgrade products. 7.11 Release Date
6/1/08 Enhancements since Vers 7.06
1. Added the ability to fast forward and
rewind a file by clicking on the playlist
progress bar in the DC Tune Library.
2. Added WMA to the selection types in
the File Open Dialog.
3. Added selection for VBR type WMA
files, which includes loss less
compression.
4. Added option to CNF to use old
smoothing method when not using
Artifact mode.
Fixes since ver 7.06
1. Added error message if you tried to
convert a wave file to MP3 that is not
44.1k, 16bits
2. Fixed MP3 Preferences that would
loose the MP3 encoder file name when
you edited the preferences
3. Added MP3 dll support when using the
batch editor
4. Added logic to disable Smoothing when
using AS mode in the CNF filter
5. Lowered CNF threshold to -120dB
instead of just -100
6. Re-arranged the spectrum analyzer for
future expansion in Live
7. Fixed blank spectrogram bug when in
classic edit mode

DC Live Forensics
7 Demo

28MB

8. Fixed open wave file bug with certain
file types from Audacity.
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9. Fix bug in CD Rip Track to disallow bad
file characters
10. Fixed a bug in the CD Ripper that
would truncate really long CDDB
database names.
11. Fix bug in Tune DB, track listing would
not update after editing track info
while viewing a playlist
12. Fixed fast forward and rewind using
MME sound card drivers.
13. Fixed Spectrum analyzer display when
no files are open.
14. Fixed disappearing CNF noise sample
when using CNF in multifilter in
spectral subtraction mode.
7.06 Release Date 12/26/07
Fixes since 7.04
1. Fixed Noise at end of Harmonic Reject
Filter
2. Fixed problem with using the CNF filter
in Artifact Suppression in the
multifilter.
3. File Batch Editor overwrite/rename
problem.
4. Fixed crash with ripping audio from
video with long file names.
5. Fixed noise at end of file using the
Spectral Filter
.04 Release Date 12/6/07
Fixes since 7.02:
1. Fixed extraneous noise at end of file
when running EzClean or CNF in a
multifilter
2. Fixed the Display Length limit
preference saving bug
3. Fixed channel selective copy paste with
24bit files
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4. Extended range of Dynamics processor
threshold controls
5. Fixed File Save As with compressed
formats selection
6. Fixed Batch editor when asking about
overwriting files
7. Fixed CD burner progress bar both
during a burn and during pre-burn
conversions.
8. Fixed cutoff text on file open dialog
9. Fixed bug with file conversions during
a CD Burn
7.02 Release date 10/24/07 – Initial Release

wmfdist95.exe

5.46MB

This is the Microsoft Windows Media Format support
package. This is normally not needed on most system,
but if you encounter the following error when you try
to run DC7 or DCLive7 you will need to install this
package.ENTRY POINT NOT FOUND
The procedure entry point WMCreateWriter could
not be located in the dynamic link library
WMVCore.dll
Demo Version 6.04, Release date 8/1/04
The demo is the full DC6 program with the following
differences:
 File length is limited to 1 minute total
for any wave file. >

DC6 DEMO

6.82MB



The splash screen shows for 7 seconds,
the real version only shows for 5, and
can be dismissed with a click.



File saving has been disabled. Temp
files, session files and file exports have
been disabled.



Live Preview will work for 60 seconds
total.



DirectX plugin support is not present.



The help file is limited to program
operation and some tutorials. The
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retail version comes with a 400page
printed manual and a complete help
file.
Demo Version 6.05
The demo is the full DC Live6/Forensics program
with the following differences:
 File length is limited to 1 minute total
for any wave file.

Live6/Forensics
DEMO

Millennium
DEMO

9.28MB

2.7MB



The splash screen shows for 7 seconds,
the real version only shows for 5, and
can be dismissed with a click.



File saving has been disabled. Temp
files, session files and file exports have
been disabled.



Live Preview will work for 60 seconds
total.



The help file is limited to program
operation and some tutorials. The
retail version comes with a 400page
printed manual



DirectX plugin support is not present.

DC-art Millennium Demo
The Demo is a full working version of DC-art
Millennium/Live that is limited to 60 second file
lengths, a 90 second live preview time and file
saving is disabled.PLEASE NOTE: This demo also
served as a demo version of Live which is now
obsolete. Please note that Millennium will not have
the Live feedthru mode.

